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due to the presence of a current interacting with waves and the structure. In this paper, we propose 9 that a solution to the problem can be obtained by looking at realistic flow around a geometrically 10 complicated space-frame jacket model; at least in terms of the overall loads on the entire structure.
11
This model is a realistic representation of a typical oil and gas production platform for intermediate 
39
Moving on from an idealised regular wave which is simply periodic in form, we consider in this industry approach (such as API) has started to account for the presence of the structure due to 53 steady flow (current blockage effects), but not the complete wave-current blockage effects. We will
54
show that this present approach is incapable of producing the experimentally measured force time 55 histories, and in general will result in a scatter in C d . On the other hand, using our proposed 56 approach, the complete measured force time histories for almost all cases with current can be 57 reproduced using a single and consistent set of C d and C m . 
Experimental and numerical setup

59
These experiments were conducted in the towing tank of the Kelvin Hydrodynamics Laboratory,
60
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. This is 76 m long, 4.6 m wide and 2.5 m deep. The tank is 61 equipped with four paddles of Edinburgh Design Limited (EDL) 'flap-type' wavemakers with force-62 feedback at one end, and a sloping beach acting as a passive absorber at the other end. In the 63 experiments, linear wave generation was used. A self-propelled carriage runs along the longitudinal 64 direction of the tank. Figure 1 shows a plan view as well as two photographs of the towing tank 65 facility.
66
A 1:80 jacket model was hung below the carriage, which was moved at constant speed along the 67 tank to simulate uniform current, and the model was exposed to a range of focussed wave groups. end-on configuration was tested, as this will provide more blockage and a more severe test of the 81 modelling.
82
The jacket was suspended from the carriage such that the still water level is at 0.12 m below 
95
A set of 43 Fourier wave components was generated at the paddles according to a JONSWAP-
96
shaped amplitude spectrum truncated at 1 Hz, with the frequency of the peak spectral energy 97 at 0.52 Hz and a linear crest amplitude of 0.22 m at focus. The water depth was set at 1.8 m.
98
Downstream in the tank, the wave group was arranged to focus when the crests of the Fourier 99 components all came into phase at a single position in space and time (constructive interference).
100
As well as an isolated focussed wave group, an embedded focussed wave within a smaller regular 
where ρ is the fluid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, u = (u, v, w) is the fluid velocity 
147
A sink term is used to account for momentum lost from the flow, which in the case of a simple 148 homogeneous porous tower can be written as:
where F is the Forchheimer resistance parameter and C 
165
The integrated total force on the tower is very similar, suggesting that the arrangement is robust.
166
One-way information transfer (coupling) was developed to enable the full 3D simulations of 167 focussed wave interacting with the porous tower to run using a reasonable amount of computing 
231
The global large-scale wake interactions should be reproduced well in the numerical simulations.
232
The same steady flow value of C d = 1.3 can also be applied for an isolated large wave group 
261
The individual physical structural members are of several sizes and orientations (see Figure 2 ).
262
The largest members, the main legs, have a diameter of 38.2 mm. Hence, for the crest of the 
273
The associated smaller-scale eddies with diameters at or larger than the individual member 274 diameters will provide a mechanism to drive high frequency force components, as well as local tur- gives the best fit to the measured drag is found to be 1.3; high but reasonable since we do not We first present a comparison of forces due to regular waves with and without steady current.
302
We extract the simple periodic (steady-state) forces due to regular waves, and then decompose the 303 total forces into drag and inertia components using the same decomposition method outlined in 
310
For each case, measurements are shown on the left, and numerical predictions on the right.
311
The total force and the inferred drag and inertia components are plotted as solid black, blue and 
Focussed wave group
322
We proceed with focussed wave groups with and without current, and compare our numerical 323 prediction (accounting for wave-current blockage) with measurements taken as the reference. We There is a slight change in the shape of the numerical wave group due to wave-current interaction.
344
It is also important to stress that the magnitude of the peak force is now about ten times larger 
Embedded focussed wave in smaller regular wave background
359
We proceed with the comparison of the forces arising from embedded focussed wave groups in a 
384
The industry standard API predictions using the same C d and C m will substantially over-predict 385 the largest force for all cases, demonstrating additional force reduction to be gained by accounting In terms of practicality, one only needs to measure the steady drag force due to steady current 416 on a scaled or an actual space-frame offshore structure. Using the simple current blockage factor 417 and with the information on the geometric area of the structure, the underlying C d can then be 418 estimated, and C m = 2.0 appears to be a reasonable assumption for the inertia contributions. With 419 the proposed approach, one can then obtain estimates within reasonably good accuracy of the peak 420 forces as well as complete force time histories on the structure, under a wide range of extreme wave and in-line current conditions. This is particularly important when the survivability of the 422 structure might start to come into question. 
438
In contrast, numerical predictions applying the present industry guidelines such as the API 439 guidance substantially over-predict the largest peak forces using the same Morison coefficients.
440
This is interpreted as an additional force reduction (or blockage) due to contribution from waves 441 that is not being accounted for in the present guidelines. For the API recipe to match the peak 442 forces, C d needs to be reduced to 0.65 − 0.8 for large waves with steady current, and a time variant 
459
These results also suggest the following hydrodynamic paradox. Consider starting with a jacket 460 structure in significant regular waves but with no current and then increasing the current from 461 zero. Because of the KC number effects, we speculate that the peak force on a jacket structure 
